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Abstract 

A roundabout is an alternative form of traffic control intersection. Roundabouts are suitable for several intersections including 

positions experiencing long traffic delays, large number of collision and approaches with quite balanced traffic flows. Roundabouts 

have the capability to resolve different traffic flow problems. But heterogeneous form of traffic found in Indian roadways especially 

in urban areas. Under heterogeneous traffic state all category of vehicles such as heavy motorized vehicles, light motorized vehicles 

and non-motorized vehicles share the road width. Due to speedy urbanization economy gets increased which results in high volume 

of traffic at peak hours observed in many cities of India. In real time condition the same situational parameters are faced by the 

medical square intersection in Nagpur which has six legs. The intersection is basically operated on the principle of the roundabout. 

A huge sum of traffic is count up from these legs in peak hours. The situational real time model is produced in VISSIM with help 

of data collection that is done by video recording method. An effort is made to give the best possible resolution for this traffic 

intersection by examining the two models for different traffic situations with the real time data. The idea of metering signals is 

point out in this work. Lastly by comparing the results of two various models for various traffic parameters the path possible traffic 

control measure is suggested.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A roundabout is a substitute form of traffic control intersection. Generally shape of roundabout is circular, characterized on source 

of circulation and entry around a middle island. Roundabouts are suitable for several intersections including positions experiencing 

long traffic delays, large number of collision and approaches with quite balanced traffic flows. Roundabouts have the capability to 

resolve different traffic flow problems. 

Heterogeneous form of traffic found in Indian roadways especially in urban areas. Under heterogeneous traffic state all category 

of vehicles such as heavy motorized vehicles, light motorized vehicles and non-motorized vehicles share the road width. Due to 

speedy urbanization economy gets increased which results in high volume of traffic at peak hours observed in many cities of India. 

Heavy traffic volume is the main reason of traffic congestion at intersections in urban road networks. Day by day population and 

vehicular ownership gets increased due to rising in economic status of urbanites results in traffic congestion within urban areas, 

which causes serious problem. Poor performance at intersection caused due to traffic congestion also traffic congestion raises travel 

time, vehicle operating cost.  

The work of project is carried out on the above roundabout with the help of software VISSIM used for traffic simulation. The 

situational real time model is produced in VISSIM with help of data collection that is done by video recording method. Seven days 

data has been recorded for the simulation model. The separation of data is done according to the type of vehicle and there direction 

journey. 

Now days it is common to see traffic congestion at roundabouts intersections in Nagpur at morning and evening peak hours. 

The traffic police need to intrude in the situation to control the traffic flow. If not it would be nearly difficult to comprise normal 

traffic flows, mostly at roundabout interchange, which is more reliant on driver behavior and reasonable traffic flow between the 

approaches. Due to the quick growth of populace and vehicle numbers in Nagpur this problem will goes on increasing in future. 

Therefore it is necessary to improve level of service of roundabout by providing signal controlled roundabout to reduce traffic 

congestion and improve free flow speed. 

There are various studies done theoretically and software based in recent years, the research paper have been considered to 

evaluate best way for analysis of roundabout are Ramu Arroju et al  compare capacity of roundabout under heterogeneous traffic 

conditions using various capacity formulas. Also used VISSIM (microscopic simulation model PTV Germany) to derive capacity 

values. And found that results of capacity value obtained from various formulas apart from German model are specifically varied 

from the field results and they are either overvalue or undervalue. Xuanwu Chen et al perform study at Anchorage, Alaska which 

is largest city in south central part of U.S. on multilane roundabout under traffic congestion and comparing capacity and delay 

determine using software such as VISSIM, RODEL and SIDRA with field data. And they found that capacity obtained by these 

software’s is more than calculated by field data as well as delay and queue length obtained by VISSIM and SIDRA is less than 

calculated by field data but RODEL gives more delay and queue length.Kun Xue et al propose traffic signal control for roundabouts 
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to solve problems by reducing the weaving sections and conflict points at a roundabout with unusual traffic flow rates on each 

approach, which is to be seen in real world. Setting up of traffic signals before stop line to prevent conflicts between left-turn flow 

of traffic on the rotary roadway and the traffic flows on the approaches. Obtain equations to calculate the green time for each traffic 

flow and the signal cycle length. Delay and capacity are also invented to calculate the roundabout’s performance. And find 

improvement i.e. increase in capacity and decrease delay time. 

Zhi-Hong Zhu et al analyzed properties of volume-capacity ratio also known as degree of saturation in congested complicated 

networks which shows that if small volume to capacity ratio, deficient the traffic demand and the transportation stream or capacity 

is excess, results in the unused of capacity; on the converse, a greater value of volume to capacity ratio shows the traffic 

arrangement is seriously congested. The main focus of their study is to investigate the properties of volume to capacity ratio in 

complex networks by launching the congestion effects. As well as compose a simple policy which shows balance the tradeoff 

between waste of capacity and traffic congestion. Anil Minhans et al provides guidelines forselecting 1 of the 2 types of control 

for at-grade intersections. The study utilized the known software packages of Sidra and Synchro to evaluate the functioning of 

traffic signals and roundabouts. The research finding indicates that traffic signals are recommended to be more suitable for high 

traffic volumes while roundabouts are to be proven for small traffic volumes. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 Study Area 

Nagpur located at precisely the center of the India, which is the 3rd largest city in Maharashtra after Mumbai and Pune, known as 

the Orange city. It is the winter capital of Maharashtra and 2nd greenest city in India. The roundabout which is selected for the 

study is situated at the center of the city known as Medical Square. . It has six major legs out of which one is two-way single lane 

whereas remaining five is two way two lanes. A huge sum of traffic is count up from these legs in peak hours. 

 
Fig. 1: Top view of the Medical Square Intersection 

In real time condition the situational parameters are faced by the medical square intersection in Nagpur. The intersection is 

basically operated on the principle of the roundabout. It has six major legs out of which one is two-way single lane whereas 

remaining five is two way two lanes. A huge sum of traffic is count up from these legs in peak hours. The basic working superiority 

of the intersection depends on its control traffic measure. As traffic at the above mentioned intersection is restricted by roundabout 

then its primary qualitative analysis can be completed by checking its degree of saturation. 

 Data Collection 

 The information required for this work is of two sorts.  

 Physical Parameters of the roundabout  

 Traffic information for ends of the week days and for week days  

The physical parameters of the circuitous, for example, the street width of every leg, approach width, width of the weaving 

segment, diameter of roundabout. 

The information required is the movement information. For this reason the videography strategy is utilized. Activity information 

for every leg is recorded for both ends of the week and week days for 1 hour in morning and night. At that point the isolation of 

information is done by the prerequisite of the software. The recorded movement information is then examined and ascertained the 
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class and measure of vehicles travelling from various legs. The peak hour movement information is then examined in order to get 

the hour surveying the most extreme activity volume, and a similar movement volume information is taken as an input information 

for the simulation model. 

 Simulation Model 

The information required for the simulation is to be placed in the software for the correct scaled outline. The satellite picture of the 

crossing point is to be transported in the software and the scale element is then settled. At that point by utilizing the satellite picture 

the street systems are laid on the pictorial view by giving the virtual measurements. At that point the movement conduct of the 

distinctive vehicles is allocate by directing them. In like manner the all system is to be done according to the user control given by 

the PTV VISSIM. 

The model which is to be produced is of two sorts.  

 Real time circumstance model 

 Roundabout with metering signals  

The constant circumstance model is finished with the assistance of the information gathered from the intersection. The 

intersection is worked on the standard of the roundabout and the traffic parameters are examined. The movement parameters are 

to be examining with help of making the model giving the metering signal. The metering is accommodated the legs having deadly 

activity volume as contrasted with different legs. The signal cycle is planned by the Webster method. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After the recreation of the information for two distinct models the unimaginable outcomes were acquired. The continuous 

situational show which is simulated on the fundamental rule of the roundabout has given the surprising credits.  

 
Fig. 2: Comparison of two models for Queue length 

 
Fig. 3: Comparison of three models for Travel Delay 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The previously mentioned outcomes which are given by the two unique models for two distinctive movement control measures 

gave the best conceivable arrangement that the case in which the intersection is given metering signals for the monstrous activity 

volume contributory legs alongside the circuitous can be embraced for the constant circumstance. It demonstrates the present 

execution if there should be an occurrence of queue length and travel delay than different models. In peak hours this arrangement 

is particularly possible and furthermore gives the more security to the intersection. The queue length at the convergence is 

especially higher when it is worked on the rule of the roundabout in peak hours. While a similar convergence is when worked by 

giving the metering signal then it is about the 25.44% reduced that of the model of the principal model. The travel deferral of the 

crossing point demonstrates the fluctuation as for the adjustment in activity control measure. The travel delay gets reduced to 15% 

from first model. 
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